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CHARACTERISTICS OF TURBULENCE IN A BOUNDARY LAYER
WITH ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT'
By P. S. l(Lr_'nAxoFr"
SUMMARY
7'he result._' of an experin_ental i_vestigation qf a turbulel_t
boundary layer with zero pressure gradiel_t are prese_ded.
Measurements with the hot-wire anemometer u'er_ made _.f
turbulent energy and turbulent shear stress,, probability density
and flattening factor of u-fluctuation (fluctuation in x-direetio_O ,
spectra of turbulent energy and shear stres,_., and turbulent
dissipation. The importance of the region near the wall and
the inadequacy of the concept of local isotropy are demol_,_.trated.
Attention is given to the energy balance and the "intermitte_t
character of the outer region of the boundary layer. Al,s,o
several interesting feature,s' of the spectral di,_'tribution of the
turbulent mot'ion,s' are diseu,_sed.
INTRODUCTION
The statistical theory of tu|'bulenee inlro(luced by Taylor
and elaborated upon by K_h'mlln, Howarth, and Dryden has
played an important role. in providing a sound basis for the
study of turbulence. In the main, this a(lwtnce has been
confined to the domain of homogeneous and isotropic
turbulence. At present turbulent sitear flows present diffi-
culties so formidable that statistical theories have made little
progTess. The older semiempirical and phenomenological
theories still constitute the most tangible theoretical nletho(ts.
It is now generally believed that experiment shouhl be called
upon whenever possible to furnish information on the acttml
behavior on the grounds that such information is needed to
acquire an insight into the turbulence processes and to form
the basis for a sound theoretical approach.
Experimental investigations in shear flow have made
encouraging progress, largely because of the increasing num-
ber of statistical properties that may be measured t)y im-
proved hot-wire techniques. Measurements have been
made in the jet, wake, two-dimensional channel, pipe, and
boundary layer (e. g., refs. 1 to 8). These have shown that
the basic assumptions of the phenomenologieal theories are
inconsistel_t with the experimental evidence as to the nature
of the turbulent motions. The work of Corrsin (ref. 1)
revealed the intermittent character of turbulent flow near a
free boundary. This was later studied in some detail by
Townsend (ref. 2) and is now recognized as a phenomenon
associated with a sht_rp but irregular division between tur-
bulent and nonturbulent flow. The recent theoretical
contributions of Kolmogoroff (refs. 9 and 10), tteisenbcrg
(ref. 11), and others dealing with the concept of local iso-
tropy and the spctrum of turbulent energy have given adde(l
i Supersedes NACA TN 317_"Ch_racterisfi(.sina Ih_undaryLayer WithZeroPrvssure
inq)etus 1o experinlenlal work in shear lurbulencc and have
encouraged the point of view that some of lhe properties of
isolropie turbuh,n(.e may I)e appli(,al)]c. The application
of isotvot)y to shear ttow has been rather extensively studied
in wakes (ref. 3) and found to be useful, but its usefuhless in
a boundary layer is still questionable, especially in the
region near the wall. At 1)est, isotropy 1)elongs to the final
or dissipation slage of shear turbulence and here can throw
little light on the nwehanisms l)erlaining to shear flow. Any
attempt to investigate the turbuh_nee meehanisnl is ham-
pered by the lack of an exl)erimental technique for measure-
mcnt of the 1)resst|re th|ctuations. IIowcver, it is possible
to ot)tain information pertaining to the energy 1)alanee, the
study of which may be considered a 1)roper approach to the
pvot)lem. An important step in this direction in the investi-
gation of the boundary layer was made 1)y Townsend (ref. 6).
Wilh respect to this point of view the I)resent work attempts
lo provide additional information, especially for the region
close to the wall, anll to obtain a more direct measure of the
dissipation without relying ('ompletely on the concept of local
isotroi)y.
Attention here is given to the l)ountlavy layer with zero
pressure gradient under conditions as favorabh, as practicable
for I.]1o use of hot-wire technique. The method of obtaining
the boundary layer is descrihed i11reference 8, and the present
work may I)e regar(led as a ('ontinualion of the former work
in which use is now made of an artificially thickened layer as
a research tool. While there are many important features
of boundary-layer turbulence, the present investigation is
cohcerncd with three major phases: The intermittency and
its effecls at. the free t)oun(tary, energy balance, and the
spectral distributio|l of tt|rt)ulent energy and shear stress.
Since the bot|||dary layer is a complex flow combining the
effects of a free boundary on the one side and those of a solid
wall on the other, no one part of the layer couht be de-
emphasized. This makes il an interesting sut)ject if not a
simple one.
The present investigation was conducted at the National
Bureau of Standards ||nder the sponsorship and with the
tlnancial assistance of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. The author wishes to express his appreciation
t.o l)r. G. B. Schubauer for his active sut)port an(l construe-
live (wit icism and to acknowledge gratefully the assistance
of Miss Z. W. Diehl and Mr. T. J. Kelly. He also wishes to
thank Dr. ('.. *I. Tchen and Dr. J. Laufer for their interest
and stimulating discussions.
(;radient" by P. S, Kleban(,ff, 1954.
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SYMBOLS
V ]51,+,%,,o w, d(vl_) di,,_/_)
/1
('I coeilieient of skill friction, ro/i_ pI'2
D=U( _ dy v u_+v2+w2+ ,
E(k) three-dimensional spectral function associated
with k
e voltage ttue, tuation
et signal l)roduced 1)y u-conlpon(,nt
e2 signal produced by v-conll)onent
F flattening factor
F,,(kO t)ercent of turbulent energy u _ associated with k_
.f_(kx) turbulent energy u' associated with kt
.fT.(k_) turbulent shear stress g_ associated with k_
L,(kl) turbulent energy v" associated with k_
k three-dimensional wave number
th one-dimensional wave numl)er
n frequency
l'(u) i)rol)abilitv density of u
l'(u/u') l)rot)al)ility density of u/u'
5_-,-,-,-_dU
p Illeall static pressure
po mean static pressure at x= 10.5 feet
p_ instantaneous pressure fluctuation
qo reference dynamic pressure ahead of plat(,
ll: longitudinal space correlation coefficient of
7t-fluctuation
ll_, ll_ lateral sl)ac(, correlation coefIicients of u-fluctua-
tion
skewness factor
time
x-componcnl of mean velocity
S
t
/r
71, t)_ 'tl_
mean velocity in free stream
instantane(ius turbuh'nt vehicity [luet, uations
in x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively
root_lneai]-s(ltlare vithies of el, r, at,l w
lltetTttl-Sqih'lre vahles of 7/_ _+_ tilld H+
t urt)ttlent shearing stress
y-coml)<)nent of mean veh>city
lt"-=UlS dy.
. 5. +
It __ U_a ily <'\ 2 I
:. 6v [-76uV _ "/Ov V2 "16w \2 /6u\2
(5uV 2 t6v\ 2 iOv\ 2 -i6w\'__iOw\ 2 ]
+t<i) +taT) /
x distance alollg surface fronl leading edge of 1)htle
xr, 71', Z' intervals in x-, y-; lind z-directions
V
Xu
Y
[7
_y r
,listanc(, along surface froin virtual origin of
t)oundarv layer
dislfln(.e normal to surface measured from sin'-
face
,7/*
z di,'ection perpendicular to xy-plane
_" interniittency factor
1)oun(lary-layer thickness
6_ boundtlry-layer energy thi('kness,
_T 2£=,'{E'-<)]""
t dissipation of ttirbtllelil eiiergy ill isotropic
tlirbtih,lice
_- G'7*ta)-' h/la)-0.7Sl
0 angle between veh)city vet.for and-normal 10
wire
X_ longitudinal inicroscale
v kineniatie viscosity
p density of air
e, standard deviation
ro shearing stress at wall
x al)solute constant,
co, x-conlponent (if vorticity
( ) mean vahle
PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The 1)resent investigation was conducted at the National
Bureau of Standards ill the 4_f-foot wind tunnel shown in
figure 1. The turlmlenee level of the tunnel was 0.02 per-
cent at 30 feet per set,end alld 0.04 percent at 100 feet per
set'end. The h,w hwel <if ltlrl)lllellce was ol)lained by damli-
big s(.reetts placed hi tit(' settling (,hamt)er. The boundary
layer was dcveh)ped Oil a Sllioolh_ flat, lllliiiiinlilii plate 12
feet long, 4,1,_feet wi<le, and ,41iin('h thick witll a svnlnietriclil
and pointed hmding edge. The phlte lVltS lilOlllltell vertically
and centrally in the test, section of the lunnel.
Tile schellle (if nrtiticially thickening of turl)ulenl, t)Ollild-
iiry layers devch)ped in i'efereliee _ wlls al)piied ]tore in order
t() realize lhe advttlitages (if a lhick ])(tlliidal'y layer, namely,
the ]tirger s('nh,s {if illetili illid thl('t.ualing flow [iehls wiiich
decrease ei'rors due to ill(` finite size of the hot-wire prolie
itlid tile liniited ul)l)er-freqllell(_y l'esp(lllSe of tilt, equipment.
lit addition, high l{eynohls nunitters nre afforded without
liigh speeds. The thickening wits achieved by covering the
tirst 2 feet of the lilatre with sit.lid i'OllghlieSS consisting (if
-% "'-S o_i_ _eiliog ! : : 0,,"
'%_%<Upper return duct ....... i I i t / II
-?r - Ild-
l"l(iUiO" I. l';levation view of 4_./.,-f(l(il wind liilint, l.
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No. 16 floor-sanding paper. At the working station 10}/2
feet from the leading edge tile boun(lary layer was 3 inches
thick. All of tile measurements were made at this posi-
tion. The free-stream speed was 50 feet per second. Tile
elaborate tests describc(l in reference 8 showed that the
boun(larv layer was the fully developed, smooth-wall type,
having an apparent devch)pment length of 14.2 feet of smooth
surface. The corresI)onding length Reynolds number based
on values of x measlu'cd fi'om the virtual origin was 4.2 X l 06.
In order to ol)tain a con(litton of zero pressure gradient
along the l)latc, the passage 1)etween the tunnel wall and
the plat(; was made sufficiently divergent to offset the na-
tural fall in pressure due to boundary-layer growth. This
was accomplished by a th,xible side wall which could 1)e
positioned I)y screws threaded into the tunnel wall. The
final pressure distribution is shown in figure 2. From 2 feet
on downstream the pressure is seen to be constant on the
average with variations about 1/2 percent of qo about the
mean. These variations were associated with the inherent
waviness of tlle surface and could not be removed t)y the
adjustable wall.
INSTRUMENT MOUNTING AND TRAVERSING
The l)ositioning and moving of an instrument from point
to point was always done in the manner that best suited tile
instrument and the purpose. For examI)h, , the pressure
distribution along the plate was determined by means of
a static tube mounted from a carriage that could be moved
and positioned by remote control. Since all other types of
measurements were made at the 10.5-foot station, tile various
measuring probes were SUl)l)orted on rods extending through
the plate lo a nlicrometcr-s('rew traversing device on the
opposite side. This provided adequate rigidity and negli-
gible interference and permitted movement 1)y known
amounts to and from the surface. Initial distance from the
surface was obtained 1)y using a l)rism to reflect the images
of tit(; surface and the prolle on the ealil)raled scale of a
In i(H'oseopc.
in st)eeial cases such as ill(; measurements of tile ll_ and
ll_ correlations, small manually el)crated traversing units
that could be nlounte(1 to the rods were employed. In all
cases ade(tuatc rigidity and freedom from interference rather
lhan (.onvcnience of Ollcration dictated the arrangement.
MEAS|IREMENT OF PRESSURE AND MEAN VELOCITY
Nickel tul)ing 0.04 inch ill diameter and 0.003 inch in wall
thickness was used for the iml)act anti stati('-pressure tubes.
.O2
P-Po 0
qo o ° o o _-o o o o ° o o-o--0--iO0 0 O0
-.02
0 2 4 6 8 I0
x ft
I#[ovrtlc 2. l'ressure (lislrit)ulion ahmg llal plate.
3
The static-pressure tul)e was made according to tile con-
ventional design for such a tut)e, and the pressure distribu-
tion was measured by traversing longitudinally at a dis-
lance }4/ inch from tile surface. The impact tube was flat-
tened at tile end to form a rectangular opening 0.014 inch
wi(Ic and, together with a static tul)e similar to that used
for the 1)ressure distribution, was used to measure tile mean-
velocity distribution. Velocity distrilmtions were also
measured at l0 inches above and I)elow the center lille.
These agreed well with the (list ril)ution at Ill(', center line
and thus confirmed the two-dimensional natm'e of the flow.
No correction was ma(le for tile efl'cel of turtmlence on tile
measured values nor for tile effective geometri(' collier of the
impacb tube.
Close to the wall, ()<y<().05 inch, the mean velocity was
measured with a hot-wire. Platinum wire 0.0003 inch in
(liamctcr and al)l)roximatcly h/ inch long was used and
oI)crated al_ low-lem])crature loadings in order to minimize
the influence of the wall on tile heat-loss characteristics of
the wire. A correction was ma(le for the effect of the turl)u-
hmce level on the measured hot-wire values. This was done
bv a grapideal method using the mean-velocity-voltage calf
t)ration curve and the measured root mean square of the
voltage fluctuations. The correete(l mean velocity was
higiwr than the el)served, with a maximum correction of
about 10 percent. The hot-wire values were ill good agree-
ment with tlle pitot-static-tul)c values.
Tile velocity distribution is shown in tigure 3. The dashed
line denoting the velocity gradient at the wall was computed
from the shear at the wall and is ill satisfactory agreement
with the measured values.
TURBULENCE INTENSITIES AND SHEARING STRESS
The hot-wire equil)nWnt used is described in detail in
reference 12. The frequency response of the uncompensated
aml)litier was flat from 2 Io 50,000 ey(,Ics and was (lown 17
pl,rccnt at 70,000 (_y(.h,s. A numl)er of cutoff tilters were
1)rovided to cut oul frequencies above the range needed in a
pllTticlllflr illeasllrelllent so I.hflt tlnllf, cessal'y lloise was
eliminated. By this expedie,lt the input noise level was hehl
7
-+ _-- ........._::::_ .0....._;)""''"--0 -
.4 ------#-_ .....
0 .02 .04 .06
),,in.
I
.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4
y, in.
U
-q,
4
El(; VRE 3.--3lean v(,h)(.il y disl rihul ion.
2.8 3.2
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down to the ordtr of 2 to 4 mitrovolls. (_ompensation for
the time lag of Ill(, wire was determined by tile square-wavt
method and was accomplishe<l by a resistan('t-eatmcitanee
network in tit(, amplifier. Platinum and platinum-rhodium
(90 percent l)lalinunl and 10 percent rhodium) wires 0.0001
inch in diameter and +2_/millimeter long having n t imt coast ant
of approximately 0.25 millisecond were generally used. In
casts where the signal-to-noise level present ed some difficulty,
0.00005-inch-diameter wire was used. This was wire drawn
by the Wollaston process and the melho,[ of altaehin_z the
wire was 1o etch away the silver and 1o soft-solder tht wire
1o the supporting prongs. Fire, sewing m,edles were used ns
the prongs for the u-hohler and fine jeweler's broaches were
used as prongs for the X-wires. No wire-length corre('(ions
were applied to any of the data. The method of measuring
the tm'l)ulenee intensities u', v', and w' is dcs('ril)ed in refer-
(,nee 13. The u', v', and w' distriht, tions are shown in figure
4. The valut of u' was ohtaim_(l as close to the wall as 0.004
inch, but t)ecause of the comparatively largtr size of the
prol)es lleeessary for the lneasurement of v _ and _t/ it was
not possible to measure thest closer than about 0.045 inch.
The extrapolated values of _,' nil(] u, _ wtre obtained by com-
paring the boundary-layer values with those obtained in a
pipe (ref. 5) on a lmsis of U, against .y*. Good agretment
existed within the measured range nnd consequently the I)il)e
data which con1 Dined valuts corresponding to distances closer
to the wall (1)eeause of tim lowtr Reynohls numl)er) were used
as a basis for txtrapolation.
The measurement of _ was mmh, by the conventional
X-wire method deseribtd in referen('t 1:{. l.tse was ma(le ()f
the experimental data for the "ingle response fotmd by
Newman and l_eary (ref. 14), namely, (cos 0) °'_7 rather than
tim tustomary (tos O)_/2 where 0 is the angle t)etween the
veh)('ily vettor and the normal to the wire. The signals to
be dealt with are e_ and e2 I)roduce<l by the _t- and v-com-
ponents, respeetivtly. In prineiphb one wire of an X-wire
probe eontrit>u[es tht output (et_e2) 2 and the other con-
tril)utes (el--e.,.) 2. The difference between thest two omputs
._0
OB I
,06
0,_ i/* l,lv._
04
]
2
.02
o u,
o v' I0
: I<
_"--_'_X_ 0 005 y.ot5 025
4 6 8 I 0 12 I 4
Y
])istril)ution of turbulence intensities.FIG URE 4.
_iw,s e_e--_from which _ may t)e ealeu4ated by employing
the experimenlally deternlined factors of proporlionality.
I he r( sults are shown in figure 5. Since the viscous shear-
ing stress reache(l only '2 l)ereenl of lit(, total at the point
nearest the wall, the tm'bulent shtaring stress _ shows the
eharacteristi,.s of the lotal. It approaches the wall with
zero slope as i1 must when the pressure graditnt is zero amt
is in exc.elhml agretment with the value _tt lhe wall eah'ulaltd
hv the metho_l of Squire and Young (ref. 15).
s,,r:cTm_ ov _. 7:, ANt)
The l]l(!ltll-sqtlt|rt values of the u-fluctuation between fre-
(luen('its t_ arm n:Pdn were ohtaintd t)v feeding tht signal
from the compensated amplifier into a (]cneral Radio wave
analyzer having a frequency range from 10 to 16,000 cps and
a fixed /mn(l pass. The signal from tim analyzer was lhen
fl'dinto a thermoeoul)le tireuitfor measm'ing the mean-
squnre OUtlml. In reading dw_ output, avtrages were tal,:en
for "t period of 1 minute. The mean-square voltage asso-
Haled _,,ith the hot-v,'ire sigmd passed t>y the t)aml was oh-
rained by feeding in a known sine-wave inpul at the l)roper
frtquen(.y t() give lht same OUil)ut reading. The mean-
sqmm, w)ltag, l)tr unit fre<luenc v was llten ot)l'fine(l by
divi<ling hy the effective band width. The effe('tive tmml
width had a value of 5.36 eps nnd was (leaned as the rec-
tangular t,md width having the same area as the experi-
m,,mallv <h't.rmine<t t)and shape. The results ln'tsenled in
tigures tl nml 7 m'e normalized _ml
Ji: F,,(k,)dk,:: l
and the waw, nmnhtr k_ is giv[m I)y
2_r_
()ver most o[ the range the a('euracy was on the order of
10 f)treenl. The aeeura('v is somewhat less at the two
005 I0
004
003
2_
U_2
00"2 -----
8
. -Cf (Squire-Young)
/
-
UI/
tJ'V'
oo,
_0
0 .2 4 6 8 I 0 12 1,4
Y
l"t(;UltE 5. ])istribution of turbulent shearinv: stress and _-hear
correlation coefficient.
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\
extremes because of large-amplitude ilu('tuations a! low
frequencies and be(.ause of low signal-to-noise ralio at the
high frequencies. The error due to finite length of wire
increases as the scale of the turbulent motions (lecrenses and
becomes significant at the higher wave numl)ers, tIowever,
because of the lesser aceura('y of measurement in this range
no wire-length corrections were applied. The overall wdue
10 3
of u 2 served _ls a ('heck and was izl good agreement with that
calculated from the spectrum.
The same signals as those involved in the measurement of
the overall turbulence shear were passed through the same an-
alyzer to obtain the spectra of _-_ shown in figure 8. Values
beh)w 10 -s should t)e taken with some reservation since th(_v
involve (h(, small (liffer(,nc(,s of two ne_u'ly equal signals.
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FInURE 8.--Spectra of turbulent shear stress.
Tile spectra of v2 shown in figures 9 and 10 werc calculated
from tile data taken during the measurements of the shear
spectra. Tilts method, in principle, is perhaps not so accu-
l'ale its a (tireet meas|]rement of the v-spectra, but a cheek on
the relial)ility of the nwasurement was afforded by comparing
the _/-Sl)ectra calculated from the same data with that ili-
rectly measured, and in general the agreement was good.
The data for the sl_ear and r'-i spectra are not normalized
so that
lfo_ u---_U]2 .f_(kl) dk_=u_ 2
and
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION, SKEWNESS, AND FLATTENING FACTOR OF
u-FLUCTUATIONS
The distribution of amplitude of u-fluctuations was de-
termined by passing the voltage signal through a conven-
tional gate circuit which conducted when the signal was
above the leve] of the gate. The signal was prcamplificd so
that the gate width could be considered neglible with respect
to the root-mean-square value of the signal and the pulses
produced by the gate were a series of square waves of con-
stant amplitude of varying duration dependent on the time
429312--57----2
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the signal was above the gate. The percent of the t hne tt)al the
signal was above tile gate with lhe gate set at different levels
gave an integral curve from which the probability density
P(u) was determined by graphical differentiation where
P(u) du is defined as the fraetion of lit(, total time tlle fluetua-
lion spends between u and v+d,. A counting procedure
similar to that described in reference 16 was found to offer
10:"
isotropic relation ; y,/a = 0.05.
the best means of measm'(,ment and averaging, lh'ietlv
stab,d, hy m(,ans of a coincidence (:ir('uit the pulse from the
gale permilted passage of a 100,000-eps signM for the din'a-
lion of the pulse and the resultant signal was then counted
bv means of an electronic counter. The ratio of t be number
of counls It1 tim total number of cycles during a speeitied
time gave the desired fraction. The counting interval
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F[GU]'d,: 10.--(_Oml),trison of measured _ spectrum with that calculated from 'r/2 si)ectrum using isotropic relation; y'_= 0.58
varied with the level of lhe gate and ranged from 1 minutc
at the 50-percent, position to 5 minutes at the edge where the
pulses wcrc short, and infrequent.
The midl)oint was defined as the posit.ion about which the
average signal was zero and is obtained from the first moment
of the prol)abilit, y distribution, which t)y definition is
_eo
_-- I _P(u) du=O
a., -_
The (listributions of the probabilit, y density 'It, various
positions across the t)oundary layer arc shown in figure 11
and are expressed in values of u relative to _F, so tlmt
At most of the positions the distrilmtions closed in rather
well and permit_t, ed the calculation with rcasona|)lc accuracy
of the skewness and flattening factors, whcre
all(l
du
' (u) du _,
At, y/5=0.8 and y/a= 1.0 the limbs of the curves were uncer-
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t ain, and no attempt was made to calculate the higher
moments at tiles(, positions. The flattening factor was also
measured directly. Since this involves the nondimonsional
ratio of the same voltage signal, that is,
(_1 tl4
F_
it, was not ne('essary to calibrate the hol-wire, but the cor-
rection for the difference in g,lin involved in lhe processing
of th(, (livi(led signals had to be deterniincd by e'ilibraiing
with a known sine-wave inpuL The fourth power was
meamn'ed by feeding the signal fronl the compensated ampli-
tier into lm instantaneous squaring circuit which consisted
of a series of diodes properly biased to give the square of the
input (ref. 12), and then squaring again with a therniocouph,.
The distribution of tlaUening factors across the boundary
layer measured in this manner is given in tigure 12.
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FIGURE 12.--Distribution of flattening factor.
It, is seen from figure 11 that from y/5=0.4 lo the wall the
usual safety factor of three times the root-mean-square vahle
for determiilitig the el)crating l)oint of the equil)ment is quite
satisfactory. In lhe out.er region of the layer, at. y/'6=li.S,
this fa('tor is ex('eeded in the direction of negative value.<; of v.
lh, re measuremeIHs we,'(, taken at. varying gain-<'<)nlr(>l
setlings to make sure that, lhe e<tuipnl(,[_t was not
overloading.
MEAS/1REMENT OF I)ER|VATIVEN
The usefulness of the ('on('e])t of local isotropy lies in the
hol)e that the rat(, of turl)ulent-energy dissipation in shear
fh)w can he given in h, rms of the dissipation expression for
,sell'el)it lurlmh,n(.(,. This wouhl simplify the experimental
l)l',)ee(lure by requiring only the lneasurement of the mean-
square derivative of the u-fluctuation with resl)e('t to x.
A fuller discuss,ira ,is t() the a(l'tl)tahility of the ('on('ept of
loc'fl isolropy is given in lhe section entitled "Energy
Bahln('e," but it niay 1)e slated that the use of tit(, isotropi('
relation in d(,lerniining the dissipation is ina(lequal(',
especially in the region m,ar the wall. It thus be('omes
lleeessIll' 5, tO lllellSl_lI'e all of the following nine mean-square
derivativesalqwaring in lhe dissipation term of the turbulence
energy equat i(m
,u_"_ iOvx_ lOwx _ "lbuC_+ibux2++G;) +is,) +ta ) is.;)
7"_ _%2 [ O l_ '%2 ) OW _12 I OefX: \2
ta ) +t;;-)
In the present investigation, because of the I)raeti('al
limitations of hot-wire techniques it was possible to measure
only the tits, fiw, of the above terms. The firsl three were
evaluated by taking the time derivative of the signal hy
means of a resistance-capacitance network and obtaining the
mean-square value with a thermoeoul)h' and meter. The
praclical use of a differentiating circuit, involves a compromise
I)etw,,en attenuation and the extent of linear response with
frequency. In the present measurements tile dill'erentialioi,
Wits [iliellr to 10,000 eps till(| WaS dowll 12 per('eitl fronl
]ineariiy at l(i,000 eps. This was considered adequate for
the frequen('ies uvider investigation siil('e no significant elilllige
in the inellsured values was obtained by vary'fig the cut-oil'
filters ill the aml)lifier. The time derivative was con,el'led
t.o the space derivMive by assuming the accuracy of lhe
space-, im[, i ransforniation
l_7 w
ha'/--I ,2 \ bt}
The renlaining two to,ins were obtained by measuring the
eorrela, tion eoetfieients I:_ and R: for ii small distance of 71
and z and using the relations given by Taylor (ref. 17)
i, u(y)u(y+y')_ 1 (_u"_
'=U' (y)u" (y-F yr) - 1 -- 2u _'-\by,l (y,)2
y'--->O
and
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"=u' (z)u' (z+z')=' -2u_ \bz/ (z'/
Z'--->0
The correlation coefficients were measured by the method
described in reference lS for varying distances of y' and z'
ranging from 0.004 to 0.04 inch.
The distributions of the various derivatives across the
boundary layer are giwm in figures 13 and 14.
An attempt, it) assess the wdidity of the space-time trans-
formation was made at y/5=0.05. In figure 15, the longi-
tudinal correlation coefficient I_'_ obtained by measuring the
correlation between values of u at the same instant for
varyin_ distances in the x-direction is compared with that
calculated from the spectrum using the Fourier transform
200
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FIGU'R],: 13.--])istribution of dissipation (terivatives near wall.
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FI6URr: 14.--I)istribution of dissipation derivatives away from wall.
, ¢o
R_= F. (kO cos (klx') dkl
o
The latter gives the spatial correlation from a time correla-
tion using the space-time relation. The microscale ),_ caleu=
lated from the sl)e<'trum is defined by
I --2 kl2t +. (k_) dk_Xz 2
It is seen that for values of x' less than 0.2 inch the two arc
in good agreement. They yiehl the same microscah,, aml the
space-time transformation is al)parently wdi(I for the small-
scale motions resl)onsit)h' for |he dissipation. For large
values of x' the two begin to diverge and the space-time
relation becomes progressively worse for the larger scale
motions. At x'=0.4 inch the major contrit)ution to the
correlation comes from those wave numl)ers below 1.3 per
centimeter. It seems therefore that the adequacy of the
space-lime transformation depends on wave mm_l)er and
gives rise to the interesting speculation that the large-scale
motions have their own e]mracteristic velocities different
from the mean speed. Still closer to the wall, the st)aee-tinm
assumption does not become a serious ol)stacle to the calcula-
o Meosured
[] Colculoted from spectrum
I
.6.2 .4 .8 1.0
/, ir_
FIGURE 15.--Comparison of longitudinal correlation coefficient R=
obtained directly with that calculatedfrom spectrum of u=; yfl$-=- 0.05.
Curve for X= also calculated from spectrum.
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lion of lhe dissipation since tile magnitude is given mainly by
derivalives in the y- and :=-directions.
Mlhough no wire-length corrections were applied to any of
the data, it shouhl be mentioned that an estimate of lhe
correction was made for \by/ at y/6=0.()o5 1iv tile method
given in referell(X_ ]9. It. was approximately 10 percent and
consequently wire-length corrections may be considered
negligible across most of tile boundary htyer.
DISCUSSION
INTERMITTENC¥ -'
In shear ttows that have a free boundary, it has been re-
peatedly observed that as the free stream is approached the
turbuh, nee becomes intermittent, that is, that_ for only a
fraction y of the t.ime is tile flow turbulent.. This on-and-off
character of the turbulence has been definitely established as
being a manifestat.ion of Lhe irregular outline of the boundary
layer as it moves downstrc, anL The intermitteney is easily
obserw, d by oscilloseope records of the u-fluctuation in the
outer region of tile boundary layer, and the records can tie
used to give a quantitative estimate of the faetor 3' amt to
discern some qualitative aspects of the tlow. Representative
sections of oscilloscope records taken at various positions
across tim boundary layer are given in figure 16. It. is seen
that in tile outer region of the layer y/6>0.4 there are inter-
vals of time when the flow is not turbulent and that this time
increases with increasing distance fi'om the wall. Thus, the
outer regime is divided into a turbulent part and a relatively
nontm'buhmt free-stream tiara, and the hot-wire at a given
posit, ion resl)onds to alternate turlmlent and nonturl)ulent.
flows as the pat:tern is swept, downstream. A vortie.ity meter
fief. 20) which responds to the vorticity that exists only in
the turbulent region and suppresses the low-frequency
fluctuation was used to obtain a sharper division between the
turbulent and nonturbulent_ regions. Typical samples of the
vorticity trace ¢o, at different positions across the boundary
layer are shown in fgure 17.
2 Mpasurenwnts by Corrsin [lilt] Kistler (ref. 21) show tlmt tilt' intermittent rl'gion ill
a boundary layer over iJ. rolll_h will[ has tilt, _:)_IllO gt'neral behavior.
.6 _ n "-',-/ .' '-,_,_ /. '_,-""_"'_" _ v --e ......... "'- .93
Y ,"-,,J"& ' "_'_, z /" _ 11
1,0
The lirst measurements of the intermittency factor y were
those obtained by Townsend (ref. :3), where 7 is taken as the
ratio of the fattening feeler (of u or butut) in the wholly
turbulent region to that in the intermittent region. From
figure 12, it is seell, that lhe flattening factors in the region
near tile wall !//t_<0.4 are quite constant with a value cor-
responding closely to the (bmssian vahte of 3.0. By con-
sith,ring the intcrnfittency "is an on-oil" tu'lwess Ill(, value Ilf
3' is given by
The intermittem'ies calculated in this manner to_zether with
those e'flculated from the oseilloseol)e records of the u-thw-
tuation am] the vortieity are given in figure 1_. Values of
3' obtained from the flattening factor ape COllsisleIlt. with
those oblaine{I from tile film only up to !1/8--0.9. As sl,{m
in fgur(' 12, the tlalt(,ning factors reach a maximum and then
begin to (te('rease. This is not 1oo surprising I)et'ause for
low values of y the ttarlmlenee of the ft'{,(, stream wouhl I)e
exl)eeted to make itself felt. The restdt is l)rot}at)ly a weight-
Dig of the Iir(}hal}ility density f(ir the turl)uh, n('(, (if lhe free
stream wilh that wiHfin the boun(lary, which {h'I)emls on
the relativt, tin'huh,nee levels and the degr('e of in t ermillen('y.
The {mrve in tig'ure 18, whieh closely represents the variati()n
of y with y/& is a Gaussian integr'fl curve given tic
1
7=2 (1--eft ¢)
v'/h ere
and
The standard deviation _r is
o-=().145
Such a distribution in(lieates thai the instantaneous l)osi-
tim] of the edg{' of the 1}oundarv lqvtw has a r'm(lom ('harac_(,r
_,o _ -, , - t ..... _,, -- ='*=rW _m_! I,o
Fmum,; 16. Turbldenee veloeiD' u in boundary layer. U_, 50 feet
per seeond; timing dots, 60 per second.
1.2 I0
t"W, URt_ 17. Turbulence velocity _0. in Ixmn{lary lay('r.
per second ; timing dots, 60 per second.
f_, 50 f(,(,t
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with a mean position at y/6=0.78. The edge rarely extends
outside the region y/6=0.4 to 1.2. While the position of
the edge thmtuates over a large fraction of 5, tile mean veloc'-
ity is n(,ar that of the free stream, being down t)y at most
about, 15 percent.
Several interesling features (:all l)e gh,aned from careful
study of lhe oscilloscope re('(>r<ls. Although it may be difll-
cult to see from the short: sections given in figure 16, it was
noticed that in the strongly intermittent region, for ex_mq)h,
at y/f--0.8, the trace lind somewhat of a square-wave al)l)ear-
anee. Increasing velocities are in the direction of the liming
signal. The nonlurbulent regions seem to [)e at: a eonstan!
level ('orresponding to flint of the free stream, while the
turbulent regions are seen to b(, ('etdered aboul some lower
level. The <lilr(wen('e belween the veloeily of the outside
potential flow and tirol existing in the turbulent reffion
seemed to depen(I on how far past the measuring position
lit(, inst ant an(,ous edge of the layer ext ended at the part i('ular
instant. At, y/5--1.O and 1.2 there is v(,ry little evidence of
the shift b(,eause the edge does not extend to any great dis-
tam'e heyond these positions. There is then a step as well
as the on-off pro(,ess which was assmued m the eahqthtlion
of "r from the flattening fat.tar. The agreement with the
vahws obtained from the fihn is t)robab]y due h) ltw ln(.k of
sensitivit 3- of the tlatlening factor to this shift, However,
the sl_ewness faelor emt be exp(,(_te(l to be (,xtremely sensilive.
A sketch of the boundary h_yer is given in tigure 19. The
boundary between the turbulent, flow and the free stream is
quite sharp, and the properti(,s of the shear layer are eom-
t)ar,ttively (listin(q fi'om those in the free stream. The
bomulary layer travels downstream with an oudin(, con-
stantly (_hanging in an irregular mamwr, and the intermil-
t en(,y is (qmra(:terized by a larg(,-s(_ale diffusion [)rot'ass,
carrying with il snmll-scah_ turbulent motions. From 1he
fihn t_lk(,n lit, ?//6 0.8 it was also noticed that the average
fr('qu('l|('y of the o('cIIrrellee of periods of no tl.ll'])lll(ql('e
seemed to 1)e appro::imately 100 per second, _m(1, since the
!
1.0 12 1.4
FI_3tTIC.E ]8.--Di_tril)ution of inlermitten(.y factor.
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pattern is moving with nearly the free-stream speed of 50
feet per second a rough estimate of the average wave length
for the irregular outline of the boundary layer would appear
to Ire al)proxinmtely 26 or 14(r.
The effect of the intemnitten(.y on the prol)ability density
is (qearly s(,(m fronl figure l l. In the noninterznittent
region lhe distributions are very nearly (;aussian anti the
values of skewness and flat tening factor ealeulated fvonl the
nw'lsm'(,d prob'dfilities are _iv(,n in the following tnbh,:
0. (M)I 2.5'2
• t l5 2.75
• 2 2.62
,4 i 3. 19
I
(I.'19
-- ),_
--. 1)_,
--. 26 j
('al('ulalions of the higher moments of tl)e probability
densit i(,s from tit(, dis(rilmt ions tend to l)e inaccurate l)eeause
of their emphasis on the higher values of u. tlowever, the
values of [la!tening fiwtor agree fairly well with the directly
measured values. Values of skewness sbouht be taken with
some reservation ])eeause they are (,xtremely sensitive to the
aecura(',y of the midpoint. Also in the region near the wM1
where turl)u]ent ttu('tualions are large the nonlinear response
of the hot-wire lends to skew the signal. At y/6--0.8 the
prol)attility density is very strongly negatively skewed
because of the lower velocities within the turbulent regions.
At the same time tit(, large percent of time that the nontur-
bulent regions exist causes the maximum to be displaced to
the positive side of the mi(Ipoint. The distril)ution at, y/6_ 1.0
has a tlatlening in qualitative agreement with the trend of the
flattening factor to reach a maximum anti then to decrease.
The distril)utions of skewness show the same g('neral trend.
The nlaximunl of tit(, probability distribution for y/5--1.0 is
(lisl)h_eed slightly to Ill(, lefL of u=0, and it is uncertain
whether this is experinwnt al or a eonsequen(.e of the weighting
effect, previously nwntioned in (_onneetion with the flattening
factor.
By assuming that the free-stream regions contribute little
to tile measm'ed m('an-turl)ulence quantities, an allowance
may 1)e made for the eft'el;t, of intermittency lly dividing by
the factm" 7. The distril)ulions of turbuh, nt energy amt
shear stress (livided I)y ")' are given in figure 20. The dis-
tvit)ution of tuz'l)tzh, nt energy within tile bounded tlow is
strikingly similar to that, for channel an(l pipe flow fiefs. 4
and ,5) as is the distril)ution of turbulent shear slress which
is al)l)roximately linear from y/_--O.1 to !t/($-: 1.0.
Internfittency is, of course, absent fi'om fully developed
.-Boundary between layer
Thickness._ _ y" and free stream
FMean _-S Ve,ooty ,Mean position of boundary - ;
/
. ,t ' :.i¢,.},g-t._,_'-,,;_ --_y
Wall
FI(;URF 10. Sketch of boundary layer.
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turbulent flow in pipes and channels because there is no free
stream. It is well-known that the mean velocity for pipe
and channel does not (leviate as mu(..h from the logarithmic
distribution as does that of the boundary lqyer, and a major
factor in this discrepancy is the intermitteney. The in-
fluence of the intermitteney on the meqn velocity distribu-
tion is difficult to aseex'tain, being in the nature of a com-
ph,x time-averaging problem. Althovgh something may t)e
done in a semiempirieal fashion by introducing 7 into the
mixing-length theories, it eotltrit)utes little to the basic
utl(lerstanding of the probh, m. Illtlgure 21 the measured
mean veh)city is plotted in the form suggested by the veloc-
ity-defect law, and it is seen that the (,haraeteristi(' ]()ga-
rithmic law exists only in a limited range from about ?//5--
0.01 to y/6=0.2. The direct viscous dissipation (fig. 22) is
negligible at y/6 0.01. This corresponds to a value of y*=
27.6, which is in good agreeinent_ with the usually observed
value of 30 for l)ipe and channel. An interesting point, to
O
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note is that, in the range, of y/6=0.1 to y,/5=0.8 the ratio of
shear stress to turbulent energy is approximately constant,
as is also evidenced 1)y the constancy of the shear ('orrela-
lion coefficient in tigure 5. This would tend to in(tieate
some degree of "Kfirmfin similarity" existing in the range
where the distribution deviates from the logarithmi(' law.
In addition, K_h'm{m similarity requires that the large-scale
motions l'eSl)Onsit_lc for the shear stress be free from the ef-
fects of viscosity, which, as will be seen in the section ()n
spectra, is mu('}t more justified in the region where the
logarithmic law is not obeyed than in the region where it is
obeyed. Althoutzh any eon'cction for the effect of intcrmil-
ten('y is in the (lire('tion of minimizing this deviation, it is
pointed out that the mean-velocity distributions for pipe
aml channel al_o deviate in this region. It is (liflieult to
al, taeh any t)arti('u]'tr signili('anee to the logarithmi(, law
which exists for so limited a range of the boundary layer,
exeel)t that it is a region where the (lire(,t influence of the
wall may still 1)e present, l_ is not at)t)arenl that a degree
of validity can be assigned to it. on the basis of the various
forms of the mixing-length theory. With respect to the
mean velocity, the t)oundary layer can be divi(h,(l into three
regions, namely, a vis('ous region extending to a value of
y*--30, an intermediate region where the influence ,)f 1he
wall still exists, and an outer region characterized 1)y
intermittency.
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ENERGY BALANCE
After the usual boundary-layer approximations are made,
the equation expressing the energy balance for the turbulence
at a given cross section in a two-dimensional boundary layer
in given by
v (_+7+_)- _(_+_+_v_) =0
The resl)cctive terms from left 1o right ]lave the following
l)hysical interpretation :
(1) Production of turbulent energy from the mean motion
(2) Turbulent energy <liffusion
(3) Pressure diffusion
(4) Convection of turbulent energy by t]le x-component of
the mean motion
(5) Convection of turbulent energy by the y-eomponent of
the mean motion
(6) Dissipation of turbulent energy
As discussed by Corrsin in reference 22 the viscous term
in the energy-balance equation is not in a strict sense the
true dissipation term. However, since for most of the
boundary layer except for the region close to the wall, as well
as in the integral across the boundary layer, it reflects the
true dissipation, it is herein referred to as the dissipation
term.
The convection of turbulent energy is negligible near the
wall and is significant only in the outer region of the layer
where similarity on the scale of _ has been experimentally
observed. Consequently, 1)y using the continuity relation
and
bU 5V
-_-+N=o
_OCj.o4/5
the convection terms can be transformed into the single term
which may I)e written in rhe non(limensional form
[ 'f0l,_V>xo Lf_ d(Y/_)] ii(d/_}
where Xo is rhe distance from the virtual origin of the bound-
ary layer. The dissipation term is not in a form that lends
itself to measurement by hot-wire techniques. ][owever, it,
can be rewritten in the following more suitable form:
"d--jfV 2 /-" kt,_7) -vt _7 ±t_y) +t _j) -_
bu\ '_ . /5v'_ _ . /5v\ 'z . /SwV /_)w\ _ ]
All of the pertinent ternis in the energy balance can be
calculated fl'om the measurements previously discussed ex-
15
eept the diffusion t ernls whie|l are treated as one and obtained
by bahmeing the equation. The distributions of the various
energy terms are given in figures 23, 24, and 25 in llondimen-
sional form using (_ and U_. The turt)ulent shear stress in
the region 0_y/8_0.05 was obtained by subtracting /.tie
viscous shear stress (calculated from the mean-velocity
gradient) frnni the constant value of total shear stress as
given by the shear at the wall. The second derivative term
is important only in the region near the wall. Its calculation
is quite uncertain an(1 is given mainly to show its order of
magnitude. The finite intereet)t at the wall is a eonsequence
of the arbitrary linear cxtrapolalion (if the lurl)ulence inten-
sily to zero. The dissipation term is tile nlost difficult to
determine t)e('aus(, of l he importance of the region near tile
wall. The al)plicaiioli of illc eonecl)t of local isotrol)y is
strongly conditioned by the local similarity of the e<ldies
responsible for |he dissipation, the verification of which is
dependent on the dissipation derivatives obeying the iso-
tropic rclat ion:
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From tigm'es 13 an(l 14 it. is se(,n that ()Ills' in tilt, outer
region of the boundary layer, 71/(5>0.7, is tiff,; con(litton saris-
tled and that the derivatives 1)e('(mw in(.reasingly divergent
( ibu ).2i0u'_' and at'(,
as the wall is approa('hed. The [(,['nls _Oy/! _
'0U ):
equal across the laver, and at !I."6: 0.00.') their ratio (o {,_xx
is 10 tiInes that given 1)y isotrol)y. This lilt,strafes the very
small scale natm'e of the (url)ulent motions in the transverse
directions its ('OlnlIare(1 with the h)ngitu(linal in the r(,gion
close to the wall. The inade(lua('y of lo('al isotropy is strik-
ingly seen from the overall energy 1)alance obtained hy inte-
grating the energy eqna(ion at'ross (he boundary lqyt'r. The
integrals of the diffusion tt,rnls and (he set.end-derivative
term a.re ea('h zero, anti tit(, total l)rodu(qion is l)alan('ed l)y
the total dissipation plus (he total (.onve(.tion. Using the
isotrol)i(, r(,lation 1,)v_<) for tlt(' rate (If (lissil)ation of
(url)uh'nt energy, the result is ()tit of t)alan('(', with the dissi-
pation 1icing too low t)y a fa('tor of 2.1. th,nce, in order to
ot)tain an a('('urale measure (if the (lis_ip,tlion, it is necessary
(o measure all nine (lerivatives. Sin('e it was l)ossible to
nleasul'e only tit(' first tlve, (he remaining four were obtained
hy tlm arbitrary assumption that derivatives with r(,speet to
!! and : are given l)y (he isolrol)i(' r(,lati()ns
Q,<_,,F°,'Y
3 ..I =\, 0z/-'-'t.551
This considerably improved tit(, total (,nergy balan('c. As
seen froln figure 23, the dissipation calcuh/ted in this manner
was obtained as close to the wall qs ?//5 : 0.005, and if it, is
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assumed it, order to close in the dissipation curve that the
dissiI)ation is equal to the production in the region O_y/5<
0.01, the disparity is 15 percent. This can represent a sig-
nifi('ant diffet'(,nce in the point-to-point balance as manifcste(l
I)v th(, (lilfusit)n term. When th(! diffusion term is conlpare(I
uTith thai obtained t)v Townsend (ref. 6), the same gen(q'al
trend is el)served although there is a considerable difference
in magnitude, lhc necessary balance eannot be achieved
t)y the gain in ent,rgy due to diffusion in the region y%>0.(i
unless it is ex(r'ttIo]ate(l to an unreasonably long distance.
Consequently lit(, con(dusion is that the lurbuh,llt-energy
dissipa.tion is greater than the l)ro(htetion in a very thin
region next t() the wall in ord('r to provi(h' the dissipation
needed. This means a diffusion of (,nergy toward the wall.
Townsend's values for the kin(,tic-(,n(,rgy-diffusion t(,rm
require it moventent of k(metic (,nergy away from lhe wall.
Therefore, if em'rgy goes toward the wall it. must lie due t()
(he action of l)ressure forces (pressure (liffusion). This
in(ease diSSil)ativc region for the lurl)ulence apparently
(.t)incides with the viscous region for the mean tlow. The
m'lgnitu([e of the diffusion term illustrates (he weakness of
lit(, mixing-length theory which has the iml)licit assumption
thai what is h:)cally l)roduced is locally dissipated.
This flow (,t' energy against the energy gradient is rathm"
surprising 'rod contrary to what. is intuitively expected.
It (lees not set,Ill possible that such a result couhl be brought
about incorrectly by the questionable assumption ma(Ic
regarding tinise dissipation derivatives thai, ('ouhl not tie
measure<l. Neither does i( seem reasonat)le that these
(h, rivativ('s can lie (listrit)uted in such a manner as to mak(,
(he production equal to the (lissipation at all points across
the layer, th)wever, it, is felt that the situation is comt)li-
(.ate(l by the phenomenon of intermittency and it wouhl tie
hell)ful to lmve l_ fu]h,r tntderstanding of the role (hal it
plays.
The e),,rgy l)alan,,e for the nlean motion is conveniently
(,xltress('(l in terms of tlt(' energy thickness _, such thai
W[i('l'('
l: 1 U" 2
(1)
S mihu'ity of the niean vehtcity distribution permits treating
the integral in th(! expression for 5, as a constant. ]f 5 is
given by
3=0.37vltsUt - 1is;foalS
lh(,ii
J:l If [r )2 7
tl dT L. _ 1 J
t_;tlua, lion (1) states that part of the loss of kinetic energy
of th(! mean motion goes directly into heat through the
action of viscosity a)td the remainder g_)es into the production
of turbuh, nt energy. The energy balance was found to be
satisiied to within a few percenL and served as a welcome
check on the accuracy of the me',_surements. The production
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of turbulent energy and the viscons dissipation are compared
for the region near the wall ira figure 22. This emphasizes
the importance of the region near the wall. In fact, almost.
40 percent of the loss in kinetic energy of the motion is
directly dissipated by viscosity in the region 0<?/*<30, and
of the remaining 60 percent which is converted into turbulent
energy 30 percent is produced in the same region. Thus, if
the conclusion drawn from the turbulent-energy balance is
('orrect, 85 per('ent of the total dissipation (,viscous an<l
lurbulenl) lakes place in y*<30.
ENERGY AND SHEAR-STRESS SPECTRA
I t is possible to gain some further insigilt into shear /low
l_y examining the spectral distributions of turbulent energy
and shear stress. A significant advan¢,e in dealing _ith the
energy spectrum has l)een made in the domain of homo-
gem,ous aml isotropic turbuh,n<.e (refs. 9 an(I 10). The
basic conce])t underlying this advam.e is that energy enters
the spectrum through the large eddies and is then trans-
ferre(I lhrough the spectrum to the smaller eddies where it
is finally dissipated. ]f the lower wave mHnbers are excluded
there exists a range in which the eddies are in a state of
,quilibriunl, governed by the rate at which they transfer
,n(I dissipate energy. When the Reynolds number is high
enough, inertial forces will predominate in the lower wave
mmd)ers of this equilibrium range, aml a relatively pure
transfer region will exisl. By dimensional reasoning it can
be shown that the spe(,trunl will vary as k -_:3 in this range.
Ileisenberg (ref. 11) extended this concept by assuming
that the transfer of energy at wave number k was caused
by a turbulence friction produced by eddies with wave
number greater than k. He represented the energy balance
in the equilibrium range for homogeneous anti isotropic
_ lU'l)uleTl(!e as
The second term within the brackets represents a turbulent
viscosity and x is an absolute constant. The solution of
this equalion gives the spectrum in the following form
/ k (3)
where k, is a wave number in tile internwdiate range given by
{ 3X2 _'_,/4
For h)w wave mm/bers E(k) varies as L--_/3, and for the high-
wave-mmfl)er end where visc, ous forces predominate, as k -7.
Although equation (2) involves an assumed mechanism
that may not entirely represent the facts, it seems to be a
reasonably good approximation. Where the Reynohls
number is sufficiently high, there is evidence of a]c -a/3 range
and a transition to higher negative powers approaching --7
as k increases. There is some doubt as to whether --7 is
the correct value in the limit. The concept embodied in
equation (2) provides a rational basis for an approach lo
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the problem of shear turbulence. However, the extension
to shear flow is complicated by the presence of such factors
as production, diffusion, convection, and the absence of
isotropy and homogeneity. Any conclusions as to the
effects of the diffusion and convection are difficult to draw.
It may t)e assume(l that such effects are <'onfined to the
very low wave numbers which lie outside the e(tuilibriunl
range. In addition, the convection may 1)e ('onsidered
negligible a<'ross most of the layer. An attenlpt to assess
the influence of the production term in the equilil)rium
range of the spectrum was made by Tchen (ref. 23). By
considering the influence of the mean velocity gradient the
conclusion is rea('hed that a range of _:-_ will exist in the
wave-numher region where/e -5/3 normally cxisls when there
is no gradient.
An experimental test of theoretical predictions is rendered
difficult by the fact that only the one-diInensional sl)e(!tl-unl
can be measured. In isotropic turl)uh,n(.e this is not too
restrictive a factor because the transformalion fi'om the
three-dimensional spectral function such as appears in
equation (3) to the one-dimensional spectral function is
known (ref. ll). In shear flow this relation is not known,
and one has to he content with the qualitative inference that
in some unknown manner the one-(limensional Sl),,etrum is
still an integral effect of the lhree-dinwnsional, l)espile the
aforementioned <,omplications the measured sl)e(.tra are of
interest, and several interesting features can be note,1.
The spectra of u_ at various cross-seetiona] positions are
given in figures 6 and 7. The trend, in going toward the
surface, is for the higher wave nunfl)ers 1(> have a greater
percentage of the turbulent energy. This is in accord with
the trend of the shear-stress spectra (fig, 8) also 1o extend lo
higher and higher wave nunfl>ers as the wall is al)proached.
It is noted that nearly all of the turbulent energy lies within
the stress-producing range. The spectrum of shear stress at
y/<$=0.2 shows an increase over that at y/5= 0.05 in the h)wer
wave numbers. This may be indicative of the inihtence of
the wall becoming negligible at y/_=0.2. For y/6>0.2 [he
decrease in shear stress across the boundary layer takes ])la('e
for the entire spectral range. All of the energy spectra
indicate the existence of a region varying as k_ -7 at the high-
number end, but I)ecause of the lesser accuracy of the meas-
urements in this range no direct comparison has been made.
]n the outer region of the layer at y/6=O 58 anti 0.8 lhere is
an extensive region where the speelrunl of ,'-_ varies as ,_.-a/a
corresponding to the inertial subrange. The effe('! of inter-
nfitteney in this region is difficult to ascertain ex('el)[ lo say
that it may be confined to the low-wave-number end (>f the
spectrum. Also the maximum in the spectrmn at !1,,'_--=1.0 is
apparently a consequence of intermittcney. There is a
gradual transition in the shape of the spectrum fi'om !1/5=0.58
to y/(_=0.05 where there is a wave-number range wilh lhe
slope kl -l as predicted 1)y Teheil. The small-s(.ale nature of
the lurl)u!ence near the wall is shown by tile sl)ectrum of u-7.,
at y/_----0.0011. The (tip in the spectrum at lhe low-wave-
number en(I as indicated by the dashed <'urve may I)e due to
experimental error. However, it was repeatal)le and atlen-
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tion is drawn to it because it may t)e a result of some chara(_-
teristic phenomenon asso('iated with the laminar sublayer.
Empirically, the, isotropic relation for the dissipation is in
fair agreement with that given in figure 24 from y/5=0.()5 to
1.0. ]_y assuming that the se<,on(t moments of lhe spectra
(fig. 26) are a fair r(q)l'eSt, ntation of the total dissipation, it
is seen that in going toward the wall the shear penetrates
(h,(,per and (h'el)er into the dissipation sl)ectrmn. For
eXaml)h,, at ?//8=::0.58 t h(_ wave-retail)el' nmge 1)1) to wh('r(,
_ f:',(k_)has fallen to 10 -'_ (.ont_dns _q)I)roximately 10 per-
vent of (h(' dissipation. At y/5= 0.05 this figure is 30 per('en(.
It is reasomd)le to CXl)eCt this trend to (.ontinue, with th(,
result that very ('lose to the wall the lurlmhmcc produced is
directly dissipated and lhere is no significant transfer of
energy along the spectrum. This (.()ndusion is consistent
wilh lhe sntall-s('alc turbuhm('e near the w_dl and the rapidly
(h,cr(,ash_g st)c('trl,nl at y/6=0.001 I.
The shear spe('lm,m is a dire('t test of local isot,ropy, and
it. is evi(hmt 1.hat the range of way(' mmd)ers for whit'h lo(',l
isotropy exists 1)e('omes i)rogrt,ssively smaller as the wall is
al)l)roat,he(1. The transfer range, as evidenced t)y k1-5/3, has
nol; yet become locally isotropic since the shear st)c('tra
approa('h z0ro at some higher wave nu[u])er. However, the
en(,rgy spectrum is al)parently insensitive to the small amount
of shear stress whi('h does exist. In figures 9 and 10 the
int,asured spectra of v"-iat y/ii=0.05 and 0.58 are compared
with those calcuhtted froln the measm'ed u_ spectra using the
isot rol)ic relation
f,.(k,)=L(t-,) k, ,12 2 dt:_ .L(k,)
40 48 56 64 72 80 u8
kp cm -I
lll(}lllOllt of _,2 si)eeh'a.
whi('h, sit'icily speaking, is valid only for tile range of local
isotxopy. It is seen that the measured _ spectra agree with
the cah'ulated at the higher wave numbel_. This is con-
sistent wilh th(! rang(, of local isotropy indicated by the
Sl)eclra of s|l(qlr, lllld Iho (|ifftq'(,iw(' l)(,twt,(ql the ov(,rall u _
and I_ is ('Ollllll(ql [,0 ill( _, lower wave llllllll)('l'S.
From Ihe luvbulent-(mergy equations for lhc indivi(hml
vch)('ity componenls it is seen lhat lhe ternlS responsible for
th(' ('x('llllllgP o_ t'll('l'g3" anl()llg tl)(_ vftriolls componetds life
bu b v bw
_y. and The spectral r.ngethe pressure t,,rms p_ _, p_ p, _"
of Sll('h trllllsl't'r is llllklloWll ])tit a r(,asollal)l(; Sl)t't'llhttion
by
wmlhl l)c thai tim l)ressurc lerm p, _ rCSlIOnsitIle for the
il'llllSf('l' of UIl('l'gy 10 t!''_ ('XiStS ill lh(' Sfllll(_ v_'aVe-lllllll[)(_l"
range as lhc shear-stress Sl)e(qra. There is little evidence
in the measur('(1 72 sl)('('trllnl of fl i.llllg(, of k_ -z/a as observed
for the spectrum of u". This may t)e a cons('(tumwe of the
st)(:(.tnfl distribution of the pressure term being (liiferent
fronl that of the shear sh'ess with _t weighling more to th(;
higher wave number end of this range.
CONCLUSIONS
The folh)wing conclusions were obtained from an invest.i-
gation of (,hara(.teristics of turlmlen('c in a boundary layer
wit ll zero pressure gradient. Here y is the distance normal
to lhe surfa('e measured from thc sui'faee, y* is y times the
square root of the shearing stress at the wall divided 1)y the
density of air over the kinematic viscosity yU,/v (where
1_,=_/r_/p), _lnd _ is the t)ot ndary-layer thi,,kness.
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1. The turlmhml Imun(lary layer can 1)e eonsi<lered to be
divided into three regions: A viscous region extending
beyond the laminar sublayer to a value of y*----30, an inter-
mediate region from y* = 30 to approximately y/_ = 0.2 where
tile influence of the wall still exists, and an outer region
characterized l)y the Á)henomenon of intermittency.
2. The tm'tmlent t)oundary layer has a sharl) outline
constantly changing in an irregular nlanner. The turbulent
regions travel wilh a velocity lower than ihat of the free
streanL A rough estinlate of the average wave ]engih of this
irregular t)oundary wouhl be approxinmtely 2&
3. The position of tit(, e(lge of (he layer with resl)ec/ to
the surface is approximated closely by a (;aussian distril)ution
centered at ().786 with a stamlard (leviation equal to 0.146.
4. The probability density of the u-fhmtuaiion is very
ch)se to Gaussian in the region y/<_0.4.
5. The imt)ortance of the region near the wall has been
demonstrated; in fact, approximately 85 t)ercent of the total
dissipation (viscous and turbulent) takes place within y*_30.
The l)roduction of turl)ulent energy an(I the Im'bulent-energy
dissipaiion reach a sharp nlaximum within this region, an([
there is an inward flow of energy loward the wall because of
Ihc action of pressure forces.
6. The c.oncept of local isotropy is inadequate for ol)tuining
the turbulent-energy dissii)ation , especially in the region near
the wall.
7. hi the outer region of the boundary layer where the
nlcan velocity gradient is small the existing theories for the
energy spectrum in isotropie turbulence <:an be applied.
As the wall is approached the nonisotropv becomes significant
with a resultant change in the spectrum. Very (,lose to the
wall, the turl)vh,nt energy produced is (lirectly dissipated with
no siguilicant transfer of energy through tim sl)ecirunl.
8. As close to the wall as y/<_----0.05 it has 1)een shown that
the st)ace-l.ime lransformalion is valid for the smaller eddies
resl)onsil)le for the lm'lmlent dissil)aiion t)ut. I)ecomes invalid
for the larger eddies.
NATI()NA1, BUI¢EAU OF _TANDARDS,
WASH1N(Vr(IN, l). (_., Al(ly 8, 1.<153.
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